We prove that the theory ZF has a model companion and we describe an axiom system for it. 
The notion of a model companion was introduced by E. Bers as a generalization of the notion of a model completion [3, §5] .
In this paper we prove that ZF has a model companion and describe a set of axioms for it.
This model companion, however, resembles more a theory of order (Theorem 3) than a set theory, and therefore, while supplying an interesting example for model theory it does not shed any new light on set theory. We feel that this example demonstrates that by generalizing to model companions one may lose the interesting relations between a theory and its model completion.
We deal with a language with a single binary relation £. In a given First we define the theory S:
S=lVx.
••• * ix, /*, V---V* . dx Vx /x.)|l<B<û)|. Next we let A , be the set {a ,■ • • a S and put X =\x £ X -X A if
"y e x" is in H then y £ X A. To every x e X we relate a :
where b is one of the elements a ... a added to make sets different X S + Z TZ even if their extension on A is the same.
We proceed in the same way (A . being sets of elements in A ... ;
A ._ ) until we get X = 0 . We claim that X = X U -UX . It is now easy to check that the elements chosen above satisfy </>(x ).
Q.E.D.
Corollaries.
(1) ZFy = S (all universal consequences of ZF follow already from S).
(2) Every model of S can be extended to a model of ZF.
(3) // ZF C T then every model of ZF can be extended to a model of T.
(A) ZF has the joint embedding property-aray rz^o models of ZF can be simultaneously embedded in a third one.
Proofs. (1) Definition.
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